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Inspecting the
Masonry Exterior
Wall Covering
By Ben Gromicko

This article deals with the common details of masonry exterior wall covering that may be
observed during an inspection of the exterior. At the end of this article, you shall be able to:
• describe how masonry exterior wall covering functions
• advantages and disadvantages of masonry exterior wall covering
• list the common concerns related to masonry exterior wall covering
• describe the difference between veneer and load-bearing
• list the most common mortar joints
• describe the function of weep holes
• describe how to control moisture at a masonry exterior wall
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Masonry is the building of structures from individual units laid in and bound together by mortar,
and the term "masonry" can also refer to the units themselves. The common materials of
masonry construction are brick, stone such as marble, granite, travertine, limestone; concrete
block, glass block, and tile. Masonry is generally a highly durable form of construction.
However, the materials used, the quality of the mortar and workmanship, and the pattern the
units are assembled in can strongly affect the durability of the overall masonry construction.

Masonry is commonly used for the walls of houses, but its popularity depends sometimes on the
geographical area. Brick and concrete block are common types of masonry. They may be either
load-bearing (structural) or used as a veneer.
There is a variety of stone material that can be used for the masonry exterior siding. Stone may
be hard like granite or soft like limestone or sandstone.
Concrete bricks or blocks are created by the chemical reaction between Portland cement, sand,
aggregate and water. Concrete may be plain or decorative, small or large, poured-in-place or
pre-cast. Concrete may be shaped like bricks or made to look like stone.
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Advantages of Masonry Siding
•
•
•

Masonry is provides good fire protection.
Brick and stone can increase the thermal mass of a building, which can increase comfort
in the heat of summer and the cold of winter. Masonry can be used effectively for
passive solar applications.
Masonry walls are more resistant to projectiles, such as debris from strong winds and
impact from hailstones than walls of wood or other softer, less dense materials.

Disadvantages
•
•

Frost damage can deteriorate masonry exterior walls. This type of damage is common
with certain types of brick.
Masonry is a heavy building material and requires support from a strong foundation
(usually reinforced concrete) to avoid settling and cracking.

1.1 Concrete Blocks
Concrete blocks may be found on the exterior when performing an inspection. Blocks of cinder
concrete ("cinder blocks" or "breezeblocks") and traditional concrete ("concrete blocks") are
referred to as Concrete Masonry Units (CMU)s. They differ from brick units in a few ways.
They usually are much larger than bricks. Cinder and concrete blocks typically have much lower
water absorption rates than brick. They often are used as the structural core for veneered brick
masonry. They are often used for the walls of detached garages or outbuildings.
A CMU wall can be reinforced by filling the open voids inside the block unit with concrete, with
or without steel rebar. Steel reinforcement gives a CMU wall much greater lateral and tensile
strength than unreinforced walls.
Some concrete blocks are colored, and some employ a split face, a technique that results in two
blocks being manufactured as one unit and later split into two. This gives the blocks a rough face
replicating the appearance of natural, quarried stone, such as brownstone. There have been many
issues with split face concrete blocks absorbing moisture and causing major water penetration
and moisture intrusion problems.

1.2 Manufactured Stone
Manufactured stone, "cultured stone", or “man-made” stone veneers are popular alternatives to
natural stones. Natural stone has become very expensive in many areas. Manufactured stone
veneers are typically made from concrete. Natural stones are recreated using molds, aggregate,
and colorfast pigments. To the untrained inspector eye there may be no obvious, visual
difference between veneers of natural and manufactured stone.

1.3 Load-bearing or Veneer
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Masonry walls may be load-bearing may be part of the structural support of the building. Or the
masonry walls may be a veneer – just acting as siding. To determine if brick is load-bearing or
not, you can look to see of there are header courses. Header courses of brick may indicate that
the masonry wall is load-bearing. The absence of a header course or the presence of weep holes
in the brick may suggest that the masonry is a veneer.
Veneer
A masonry veneer wall is installed on one or both sides of a structurally independent wall usually
constructed of wood or masonry. In this context the brick masonry is primarily decorative, not
structural.

The veneer can provide ornamentation, protection, insulation or a combination of these features.
It does not provide any structural strength to the wall, nor does it carry any load other than its
own weight.
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The brick veneer is generally connected to the structural wall by "brick ties", metal strips that are
attached to the structural wall as well as the mortar joints of the brick veneer.
There is typically an air gap between the brick veneer and the structural wall. Since masonry
may not be considered completely waterproof, the structural wall behind the veneer will usually
have a water-resistant surface (usually tar paper or a housewrap material). Weep holes may be
installed at the bottom of the brick veneer to drain moisture that accumulates inside the air gap.
Veneer wall:
- weep holes installed
- usually no arches
- lintels installed
- no header bricks
Solid load-bearing wall:
- no weep holes
- typically have arches
- usually no lintels
- header bricks installed
Brick Ties
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Two types of ties are approved for the attachment of masonry veneer to wood construction.
They are corrosion resistant. They can be corrugated sheet metal ties and metal strand wire ties.
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The clearance between the veneer and the wood structural wall is limited and varies based upon
which type of tie is installed.
Where the veneer is attached to the wood wall by corrugated sheet metal ties, the air gap
separating the veneer from the wall should not be more than 1-inch. Each tie should be spaced
no more than 24 inches on center horizontally and vertically. Each tie should support no more
than about 3 square feet of wall area.

1.4 Common Problems with Masonry Exterior Covering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cracking
Spalling
Clearance
Mortar deterioration
Weep holes
Moisture
Efflorescence
Bowing

Cracking
Part of the exterior inspection includes looking for cracks in the masonry exterior wall covering.
Cracks in the individual masonry units are easier to see than cracks in the mortar joints. Cracks
in the mortar joints are usually where the mortar connects with the masonry unit. That’s difficult
to see.
Common causes of cracks in the exterior masonry wall:
• Settlement
• Premature form removal
• Low quality concrete
• Poor backfill practices
• Thermal expansion and contraction
• Frost damage
• Physical damage
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Cracks are commonly caused by the house settling. Cracks can also be caused by the masonry
units expanding and contracting because of the changes in temperature or by the absorption of
moisture.
Cracks may allow water to penetrate the building. Cracks may be cosmetic. And cracks may
indicate major structural problems.
Cracks are commonly found at lintels. When a lintel develops rust, the steel expands and pushes
up on the masonry units of the wall. This rusting lintel can cause horizontal and step cracks in
the masonry. The cracks expand outward from the top corners of door and window openings.
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Spalling
Masonry deterioration may come by spalling. Spalling is mechanical weathering that can be
caused by freezing, thawing, thermal expansion and contraction, or salt deposition. Direct
spraying of water onto masonry can cause mechanical damage and spalling. Spalling can be
described as crumbling or flaking at the masonry surface.
Freeze thaw cycle can cause damage by moisture freezing inside cracks in masonry. Upon
freezing its volume expands, causing large forces, which cracks and spalls off the outer surface.
As this cycle repeats the outer surface repeatedly undergoes spalling and can result in major
damage. The severity of the damage is related to the amount of moisture absorbed, the porosity
or permeability of the brick, and the number of freeze thaw cycles.
Spalling can come from:
• Moisture being wicked up from the ground
• Moisture entering the masonry wall as a vapor
• Exposure to direct rain fall
• Water spilling onto the surface from the gutter system or roof surface
• Sandblasting, pressure-washing, and chemical cleaning of the masonry wall surface
• The application of a non-breathable wall sealer
Salt Spalling
Salt spalling is a specific type of weathering, which can occur in brick, natural stone, tiles and
concrete. Dissolved salt is carried through the material in water and crystallizes inside the
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material near the surface as the water evaporates. As the salt crystals expand this builds up shear
stresses, which break away and create spalling at the surface.
Some believe that porous building materials can be protected against salt spalling by treatment
with penetrating sealants that are water repellent and will penetrate deeply enough to keep water
with dissolved salts well away from the surface. Great care and expert advice must be taken,
though, to ensure that any coating is compatible with the substrate in terms of breathability
(ability to allow the release of vapors from inside while preventing water intrusion), or other
serious problems can be created.
During your inspection you may hear that the masonry has been recently cleaned and then
sealed. Some sealants are silicone based and are not permeable. This sealant will act like a
plastic skin and will trap moisture.
It must always be assumed that water—possibly even arriving in vapor form from the interior—
will collect behind the wall surface, and it must be allowed to both drain and evaporate. Many
bricks and stones have been damaged beyond repair by the well-intentioned application of the
wrong coating, once the coated masonry has passed through a few freeze-thaw cycles.
You usually will not be able to confirm weather a masonry wall has been sealed or not. But you
will be able to inspect and report the condition of the masonry.
Clearance
Most types of bricks should be kept above the ground surface with adequate clearance. Some
bricks are designed for use underground. If you see spalling at the bricks near grade level, and
the bricks above appear in good condition, then these bricks may not have been intended for use
underground.
Mortar deterioration
Although good-quality bricks may outlast civilizations, the mortar that bonds them can crack and
crumble after a number of years. Water penetration is the greatest degrader of mortar, and
different mortar joints allow for varying degrees of water-resistance. Mortar joints in brickwork
also take up a surprisingly large amount of a wall’s surface area and have a significant influence
on the wall’s overall appearance. Some joint profiles accentuate their individual designs, while
others merge the bricks and mortar to form a flush, homogeneous surface.
The following are the most common mortar joints:
Concave Joint
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This popular type of joint is formed in mortar through the use of a curved steel jointing tool. It is
very effective at resisting rain penetration due to its recessed profile and the tight seal formed by
compacted mortar. Patterns are emphasized on a dense, smooth surface, and small irregularities
are hidden.
V-Joint

This type of joint can be made with a V-shaped jointer or a trowel soon after the bricks are laid.
Ornamental and highly visible, the joint conceals small irregularities and is highly attractive.
Like the concave joint, the V-joint is water-resistant because its formation compacts the mortar
and its shape directs water away from the seal.
Weather Joint

Mortar is recessed increasingly from the bottom to the top of the joint, with the top end not
receding more than 3/8-inch into the wall. The straight, inclined surfaces of the bed (horizontal)
joints tend to catch the light and give the brickwork a neat, ordered appearance. This joint is less
compacted than the concave and V-joints, although it is still suitable for exterior building walls.
Grapevine Joint
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While most popular during America’s Colonial period, this design is often replicated in newer
brickwork. It is created with a grapevine jointer, which is a metal blade with a raised bead that
creates an indented line in the center of the mortar joint. These lines are often rough and wavy,
simulating the generally straight yet slightly irregular appearance of a grapevine. It is commonly
used on matte-finish and antique-finish brickwork.
Extruded (Squeezed) Joint

This joint design requires no tooling and is formed naturally as excess mortar is squeezed out
from between the bricks. The result is a rustic, textured appearance that is especially attractive in
garden settings. This design is not recommended for exterior building walls due to the tendency
for exposed mortar to break away, degrading the wall’s appearance.
Beaded Joint

Raising a rounded, bead-shaped segment of the mortar away from the mortar surface produces
this old-fashioned, formal design. Although beaded joints can create interesting shadows, they
are not recommended for exterior use due to their exposed ledges.
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Struck Joint

This joint is formed in a similar fashion as the weathered joint, except that the bottom edge,
instead of the top edge, is recessed. It is a very poor insulator against water, as it will allow water
to collect on its bottom ledge.
Raked Joint

For this design, mortar is raked out to a consistent depth. Although often left roughened, it can be
compacted for better water-resistance. This design highly emphasizes the joint and is sometimes
used in modern buildings in order to match the historic appearance of their locales. Unless it is
compressed, it is not as water-resistant as other mortar joints because the design incorporates
ledges, which will collect water as it runs down the wall. Also, when mortar is removed from the
joints, it becomes smeared on the surfaces of the brick at the recesses. To remove the mortar,
contractors often aggressively clean the walls with pressurized water or acid solutions, which can
open up additional voids and increase the possibility of water penetration.
Flush Joint

This joint is best used when the wall is intended to be plastered or joints are to be hidden under
paint. Because the mortar is not compressed, it is less water-resistant than some of the other
designs.
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Inspection Tip for Mortar Joints
While inspecting the exterior, pay attention to the condition of the mortar joints. Deteriorated
mortar may allow water to penetrate the wall. Check mortar joints with a screwdriver by
scraping the instrument along the mortar joints. Dragging the screwdriver along the mortar joint
may provide a good indication of the mortar condition.
Weep Holes
Modern masonry veneer walls should have drainage provisions installed. Weep holes allow
water that has reached the space behind the veneer to drain out of the wall system. Weep holes
can be created by simply leaving out the mortar from every fourth or fifth vertical joint in the
bottom course of the wall. Flashing installed at the bottom of the wall will direct the water out of
the weep holes.
Weep holes can be an integral part of a vented rain screen. This screen reduces the amount of
water that can be forced through a masonry veneer wall during wind-driven rains. During a
wind-driven rainstorm, there is a positive high pressure on the outside of the masonry wall, and a
low pressure or atmospheric pressure at the interior. This pressure difference can drive moisture
into the masonry material and through the wall.
Modern masonry veneer walls have a cavity or air space behind the veneer wall. This air space
is perhaps one inch wide. It is located between the masonry and the interior wall. This space is
vented to the outside with the use of weep holes located at the bottom of the wall. During heavy
windstorms, air enters the weep holes and pressurizes the space behind the masonry veneer. As a
result of this pressurized air space, there is a smaller pressure difference across the masonry
units. Less water will move into and through the masonry.
If water goes through the masonry, it will drain down the air space or rain screen. The water will
reach the weep holes at the bottom of the wall and will be directed outside by the flashing. Weep
holes let air and water to pass through them.
Inspection Tip for Weep Holes
One should look for weep holes at walls that are veneer in design. You should check for damage
that may be caused by the lack of weep holes. Look at the top of the foundation wall on the
inside of the house, where the house structure meets the top of the foundation. An absence of
weep holes forcing water out of the wall cavity may be indicated by water marks or moisture
found in this area. Watermarks in this location may also indicate a problem with the flashing at
the weep hole area. But flashing at weep holes will likely not be readily visible to an inspector.
Remember to pay attention to which wall or walls face the wind-driven rains.
Inspection Tip for Moisture
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Remember that water is the enemy of masonry. Inspect closely areas near the bottom of walls, at
wall penetrations, behind downspout pipes, below gutters, at attached handrails, below windows,
or any areas that might accumulate water. Check behind dense vegetation where water may be
held up against the masonry exterior wall covering.

Best Practices of Controlling Moisture at Brick Veneers
The main function of the building envelope is to keep out moisture. When it comes to brick
veneer walls, you should understand some of the best practices that may be applied to prevent
moisture problems. The following are some of the best practices that you may see at a brick
veneer:
• The appropriate brick type and mortar for the weather conditions should be present. This
is not readily ascertainable during a typical home inspection.
• If there is a way to see what is located behind the veneer during an inspection, there
should be an air space. At least 1-inch. There have been recommendations that make the
air space 2 inches wide. Wide enough to accommodate ridge insulation board.
• A flexible, strong through-wall flashing membrane could be installed. The membrane
should be one that will not disintegrate over time (5 ounces/sf copper is time proven). It
should run to the exterior face of the mortar joint. All that you will see usually will be
the outer edge of the flashing popping through the mortar joint surface.
• The through-wall flashing should be lapped. The overlaps could be a minimum of 6
inches and fully sealed.
• Twelve-inch-high upright legs may be installed on the supporting wall. End dams should
be provided at all corners and discontinuities. The end dams should be sealed.
• The through-wall flashing should be step-flashed and overlapped by 8 to 16 inches along
the slopes.
• The brick ties, reinforcing, termination bars, and fasteners should be stainless-steel.
• Where rigid insulation is installed, the joints of the boards should be spray-foamed.
• A flexible, impermeable membrane could be applied on the supporting wall surface.
• 100% cotton rope wick weeps (not polyester strands) should be used at the weep holes.
The weep holes could be installed to weep the through-wall flashing at 16 inches on
center. The weep holes are essentially connected to each other by linking each wick.
Each rope wick is run horizontally in the wall cavity 16 inches to the next wick. And
then the rope then turns vertically for 8 inches. The wick should extend the out from face
of the wall by ½ inch to catch air and evaporate and wick the moisture out.
• Install expansion joints may be installed in the veneer.
• Mortar net mesh could be installed above each level of through-wall flashing to prevent
mortar droppings from clogging the cavity.
Efflorescence
Efflorescence often occurs on masonry, particularly brick, when water moves through a wall and
brings out salts to the surface that are not commonly bound as part of the concrete. As the water
evaporates, the salts are left behind. The salts appear as white, fluffy deposits that can usually be
simply brushed off by hand. The resulting white deposits are referred to as "efflorescence” by
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inspectors. Efflorescence is sometimes referred to as "salt petering." Since primary
efflorescence brings out salts that are not ordinarily part of the cement stone, it is not a structural,
but, rather, an aesthetic concern.
Bowing
Inspectors sometimes find masonry veneer walls that are showing signs of bowing. Bowing is
when a masonry veneer wall projects outward away from the wood framing or masonry structure
behind the veneer. Bowing is typically found on old buildings. Masonry veneer walls have
metal tie attachments. They ties are intended to connect and securely attached the veneer wall to
the structural wall behind the veneer. In older homes, the ties may be simple nails. In newer
homes, the building practice would be to use corrugated galvanized steel strips. They are shaped
like an L-bracket and are about one-inch wide. The vertical part of the L-shaped tie is nailed to
the building, and the horizontal part sticks outwards and is embedded into the mortar joint.
Metal ties are not readily visible during an inspection.
A bowing wall may indicate a problem with the attachment to the structure. The ties may have
pulled out of the structural frame of the building, the ties may have pulled out of the mortar joint,
the ties may have rusted or deteriorated, or there is inadequate lateral support of some kind.
Ultimately a bowing wall may result in a catastrophic failure.
A bowing wall is usually bulging outward from the middle of the wall. The top of the wall is
held in place by the roof structure. And the bottom of the wall is held in place by the load of the
wall placed on the foundation.
Sometimes a new wood frame structure, built with “green” wood, may shrink. The masonry will
not shrink. And the shortening of the wood frame structure may result in the failure of ties and
the bowing out of the masonry veneer at the midpoint of the wall.
Bowing sometimes occur around the window and door openings or near the top of the wall.
Metal plates or stars installed on the wall surface may indicate that a structural attempt has been
made to secure the wall in place. These attachments may have been installed during original
construction or sometime afterward. The plates or stars may be on opposite sides of a masonry
building, tied together with steel rods or cable connections.
Inspection Tip for Bowing Walls
Look for water penetration caused by the bowing. When a wall bows out, gaps and opening
around windows and doors may be created. Weather-tightness may be lost. When looking for
bowing walls, look up and down the walls, placing your line-of-sight tightly along the wall
surface. A long level or plumb bob may be used to confirm your observations.

1.5 Look for Foundation Cracks and Water
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It is important to realize that all concrete and masonry construction will develop cracks due to
shrinkage effects. As these cracks widen over time (usually due to small amounts of differential
settlement in the soil supporting the foundation), the pathways for water intrusion through the
foundation increase.

Visible cracks also become a concern to homeowners even though they often have little
relevance to the structural integrity of the foundation. The question becomes how to best control
these cracks.
The optimum location for reinforcement to control cracking and prevent differential settlement is
at the top and bottom of the foundation wall in a horizontal direction. Horizontal reinforcing of
this type should be considered in addition to adhering to code-required vertical reinforcement.
By placing horizontal reinforcement, the wall acts as a “deep beam” even after cracks initially
form due to shrinkage effects during the concrete curing process. If the wall is adequately tied
(or doweled to the footing) then the reinforcement in the bottom of the wall may be placed
horizontally along the length of the footing. The reinforcement at the top of the wall is known as
a “bond beam” in masonry construction. Alternatively, truss-type reinforcing wire may also be
used between horizontal courses of masonry block.
Epoxy Sealant for Masonry Cracks
An epoxy sealant can be injected into cracks of masonry foundation walls. Poured concrete
foundations walls are often found by home inspectors to have cracks. Typically these cracks are
shrinkage cracks and not an indication of major structural problems. The only problem other that
cosmetic appearance with a shrinkage crack in a poured concrete foundation wall is water
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penetration through the crack. Epoxy sealant is an easy and relatively inexpensive solution to the
water problem.
First, the crack is cleaned and exposed, maybe even enlarged in some areas. A sealant is applied
over and along the crack. It serves as a barrier for the injection material, and also holds the
injection nozzles in place so that no drilling of the foundation is necessary. The resin compound
is a moisture-activated flexible material that provides a permanent seal, even if there is future
movement in the foundation. Next, the epoxy is injected. The epoxy is a two-part material
consisting of resin and a hardener. When mixed, these liquids create a 'super-glue'-like bond.
Injecting a crack with epoxy resin is ideal in cracks where there will be little or no movement in
the foundation.
Epoxy sealant can be applied at block foundation walls and at concrete floors of basements or
garages.
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